


Instructions for printing:

1. This book is designed in A4 size. You can choose to print one-sided or
double-sided pages.

2. Once the book is printed, along with its covers, we are going to bind it
with a needle and thread.

3. Take your sheets along with their front and back covers. Use clothes
pegs or bulldog clips to hold the sheets together, so that they don’t move. 

4. Once the sheets are ready, we are going to pierce
holes from one side to the other with a  needle or
hole punch, until we have three holes. These holes
should  be  distributed  along  the back  (the  purple
area), 1 cm from the edge.

5. Now cut a piece of thread that is 4 times the height
of the book and insert it into the needle. Start sewing
by passing the thread through all  the holes and go
back around all the holes from side to side.

6. At the end tie a knot. When you finish it should look like
the image.

7. Ready. Get colouring!

That´s everything!
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Welcome to the first edition of the Las Iluministas 
colouring book!

as Iluministas is an interactive project whose purpose is to be a space to

exhibit  Mexican  feminist  art,  connect  networks  of  feminist  artists,  and

invite the public to get to know and interact with feminist art. In May 2020 we

launched  our  first  open  call,  looking  for  feminist  artists  from  all  over  the

Mexican  Republic  to  respond  to  the  issue  of  COVID-19  from  a  feminist

perspective. At the close of the call, we exhibited more than 90 works in our

virtual gallery: www.lasiluministas.art

L

Inside this book, you will find 19 of the artworks from the exhibition, both in

their original version and in their version suitable for colouring. The artworks

represent  the  five  themes  that  emerged  organically  from  the  artists  and

activists  during  the  open  call,  without  direction  or  influence  on  our  part.

Together,  the artworks  narrate  the peculiar  reality  that  we are  living  during

these  unprecedented  times,  from  the  perspective  of  contemporary  Mexican

artists and activists, which allowing us to see what is happening behind closed

doors throughout the country, through their eyes. We invite you to interact with

and contemplate these artworks and their messages as you colour them in.

Also, check out the artists’ social media, get to know their work, their art, and

their activism. Together let's build feminist networks.

In sisterhood, 

Las Iluministas
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PART 1

1. Gender-based violence

2. Women's work: an increased

burden of care

3. Introspection





uring this crisis,  we have been witness to a sharp increase in gender-

based violence, feeling more powerless than normal in the face of the

same impunity which perpetrators have always enjoyed. We have noticed that

the burden of care continues to fall  on the shoulders  of the women of the

household, as if it were their natural and expected role, and that this unpaid

‘women’s  work’  continues  to  be  looked  down  upon.  We  have  had  to  ask

ourselves difficult questions, facing ourselves without the daily distractions of

life: who are we, what do we expect from life, and what future do we want

when we get out of this? In a word, it is clear that COVID-19 has intensified the

same challenges that we were experiencing before.

D

The artworks in this section cover three key themes:

• Gender-based violence

• Women's work: an increased burden of care

• Introspection
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MY BODY MY HOUSE

Jessica Flores Trejo, @rubilaa_vampira

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist?  Of course I do, because I encou-

rage  critical  thinking  wherever  I  go,  I  encourage  rethinking  what  we  have

normalised and replicated for a long time, and often we only continue to do this

because it was instilled in us at home or we saw it in our family and we think

that it's ok. That is why the main theme in my illustrations is GirlPower.

Please  describe  your  work,  and  detail  how  it  responds  to  the  current

pandemic from a feminist perspective. If things out there are not safe, inside

our homes should be the safest place for everyone. Often we do not realise that

the main aggressors are the people who are closest to us. Outside it is not safe

for us due to the violence that we experience every day when going about our

daily activities, and now due to this COVID-19 situation, it seems incredible to

me that  even  under  these  (de-

licate) circumstances there is still

no sensitivity in this regard and

we  are  violated  in  our  own

home, in our "place of trust." It

is as if we are in a security vacu-

um, where there is nowhere safe

to go. I want to be relaxed inside

my house,  I  want  to  do what  I

like the most and feel safe.
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Jessica Flores Trejo, @rubilaa_vampira
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LOST HOPE

Iraku Conde, @iraku_conde

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist? No. Why?  Because I'm just 

getting started in feminism and I still have a lot to learn.

Please  describe  your  work,  and  detail  how  it  responds  to  the  current

pandemic from a feminist perspective. Fear, anger, anguish, and helplessness

become thoughts that infest the brain and when everything turns gray, other

options  become  more  attractive.  Dealing  with  the  mind  is  not  easy  and  it

becomes crazy when you are trapped inside four walls with your greatest fear.

Millions of  women suffer from domestic violence in  Mexico and during this

lockdown the numbers increased. I believe that a method to counteract this is

education based on respect and equality. Social networks have shown us and

serve  as  an  example  to  show  that  machismo  has  not  decreased,  in  fact  it

predominates, it is like a virus only that its method of contagion is learning from

generation to generation. We cannot be subtle any more, we have to share the

truth, the harsh reality, because, although we have institutions, access to more

information and we have been made aware (or,  they have tried to make us

aware) of dangers, we continue in dangerous relationships, this can be seen in

the millions deaths of women every year due to femicides, and these are only

increasing. This is not the time to be silent but to shout out for all our sisters.

May our cry shake all of Mexico!
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Iraku Conde, @iraku_conde
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FAKE CALL

Actias Luna (GifHackFeministas), @actiasl

Do  you  consider  yourself  a  feminist  activist? I  consider  myself  a  feminist

because my deconstruction began several years ago when I realised that my

way of thinking, experiences and questioning was related to feminism. Since

then I  have tried  to  modify  my personal  and social  relationships under this

theoretical  framework.  I  currently  identify  myself  as  a  radical  feminist  and

participate in the digital art and activism collective #GifHackFeministas.

Please describe your work,

and detail how it responds

to  the  current  pandemic

from a feminist perspective.

I created this in response to

the  words  of  the  President

of Mexico, who continues to

deny  the  increase  in

violence  against  women

during  the  pandemic  (and

has  claimed  that  the

majority of calls to emergency services about domestic violence are fake).
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Actias Luna (GifHackFeministas), @actiasl
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TIRED

Maricarmen Telolli, @maritelolli

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist? Yes, I consider myself a female

activist  because  in  my  work  I  place  women  and  their  struggle  for  equality,

freedom, justice, and a life free of violence at the centre.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to the current pandemic

from a feminist perspective.    I started reading a lot about care last year, and

now in my lockdown the issue has reappeared. It was feminist voices that made

women’s burden of care visible, and

at  the  same  time  my  friends,

neighbours,  acquaintances  and  me

found ourselves very tired. I thought,

what  can  I  do  about  this?  Is  there

something  after  exhaustion?  Will  it

end one day? What promises do we

make to ourselves? How does it feel

and look to be tired? Tired of what?

Then I thought of the romantic image

of Atlas carrying the world the world

and  what  would  a  mother-woman

carry,  if  not  a  reminder  of  the

weariness of all the women before her?
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Maricarmen Telolli, @maritelolli
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MULTIPLIED

Iridiscencia, @iriguana

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist? Yes. I believe in equal rights,

in free and chosen motherhood, in shared tasks, in the enjoyment of the

body without stereotypes. I think that mothering is also fighting!

Please describe your work, and detail  how it  responds to the current

pandemic from a feminist perspective. The pandemic locks us in, but it

also gives us time to reconnect with ourselves and enjoy our time, free of

established timetables and the external gaze. It has to be divided into a

thousand pieces, you need many eyes and many arms to look after, to

play, take care of yourself and try to create in free moments.
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Iridiscencia, @iriguana
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INHABIT 

Sandra Gasca Rodríguez, @sagagraf

Do  you  consider  yourself  a  feminist  activist?  I  am  interested  in

connecting with other women through creating images with which

they feel  identified,  and to  motivate  them to  own themselves,  to

support each other, and emancipate ourselves from any idea that is

not our own.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to the current

pandemic from a feminist perspective. Inhabit yourself as a method

of  emancipation.  To  inhabit,  know,  breathe  and  exist  in  oneself,

without obeying guidelines that the body cannot embody,  without

fulfilling  activities  that  the  body  should  provide.  Inhabiting  to

recognise  yourself  as  inadequate,  weak,  screaming,  fat,  crying,

imperfect…  hugging  yourself  tight  and  walking  outside  the

prescripted lines. I thought about confinement, I know it can be very

difficult  for  many.  Personally,  it  helped  me  to  think  that  we  are

inhabiting ourselves all the time and that this goes beyond occupying

a place, inhabiting you means knowing you, setting limits and also

forgetting expectations and pre-established rules,  inhabiting myself

during confinement.
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Sandra Gasca Rodríguez, @sagagraf
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PART 2

1. Feminist activism still standing:

Self-care and collective care as

political tools

2. Cries for a better future: For Me,

For You, and For Everyone



espite the challenges, the low points, and the dark moments we have

experienced during this crisis, at the same time we have lived through a

collective  experience  that  has  the  possibility  of  strengthening  the  feminist

movement. Feminist activism continues during the pandemic: there have been

digital campaigns, online talks and courses, art projects like ours, and countless

small  and local initiatives that feminists have promoted to maintain, nurture

and grow networks.  We have not  been silent  in  our  homes.  Also,  we  have

recognised the need to practice and value politicised self-care, to ensure that

we maintain our strength as women and as feminists, and treat ourselves as we

deserve to be treated.

D

The artworks in this section cover two key themes: 

● Feminist activism still standing: Self-care and collective care as political

tools

● Cries for a better future: For Me, For You, and For Everyone
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YOU ARE NOT ALONE

Aleemhs, @aleemhs

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist ?  Yes, I try to participate

in  workshops,  activities,  feminist  groups,  in  addition  to  informing

myself and creating feminist content within my profession.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to the current

pandemic from a feminist perspective. Gender-based violence is also

a pandemic, but let's not forget that together we grow stronger and

take care  of  each other  despite  the distance.  Share  this  colouring

page with whoever needs it and whoever needs to know that they

are not alone.
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Aleemhs, @aleemhs
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BETWEEN SHEETS AND PAPER

Chica Lunar, @chicalunar_mx

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist? Yes, since like many other women,

day by day, I continue to fight for our voice to be heard and taken into account,

through my art I seek to give voice to thousands of more women. Like a phrase I

read recently: "One becomes a feminist with her own story" and it's true. 

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to the current pandemic

from a feminist perspective. This artwork relates a poem that I wrote a couple of

days ago that goes like this:

I was certainly on top of the world
leaving the heart between sheets and papers,

between fears and questions,
blooming as I passed, knowing that suddenly it would rain. 

What will I do then?

This poem is inspired by my experiences in

times  of  lockdown,  the  confinement  is

making  me  reconnect  with  myself,  my

essence,  my body and my mind.  My fears

come to light remembering that something

can always go wrong, always bearing in mind

that the top of the world that I  knew will

never  be  the  same  again,  it  will  be  more

than different. It is time to recognise myself

and rethink  myself  with  my feet  firmly on

the ground.
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Chica Lunar, @chicalunar_mx
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LEONILA, I WILL SAY YOUR NAME

Essa Ra, @marianaessara

Do you consider yourself a feminist  activist? I  am a feminist activist,  in my

neighbourhood I formed a collective that fights for the right to a life free of

violence against women. We are a support  network that  helps women who

have experienced extreme violence get  to  a  shelter  and to  get  a  source of

employment. Drawing has become my best self-care mechanism and the best

source  of  communication  for  digital  activism,  that  channels  denunciation

campaigns  and  demands  for  justice  for  women  victims  of  violence  in  the

context of isolation that has come from the pandemic.

Please  describe  your  work,  and  detail  how  it  responds  to  the  current

pandemic from a feminist perspective.  We do not fill the streets but we fill

social media by mobilising feminist activist campaigns in virtual spaces, to make

visible campaigns that  confront violence against  women! ‘Leonila,  I  Will  Say

Your  Name’*  is  to  honour  the  memory  and  demand  the  justice  that  she

deserves,  as  part  of  the  #NosotrasTenemosOtrosDatos  (we  have  other

statistics)  campaign,  to  tell  the  authorities  that  erasing  femicides  from  the

figures  does  not  make  gender-based  violence  and  murder  disappear.  We

demand  that  the  comprehensive  protection  and  safety  of  all  women  be

guaranteed  during  and  after  the  pandemic.  #JusticiaParaLeonila  (justice  for

Leonila). 

*Leonila was an indigenous women who was murdered during lockdown. She is one of the

thousands of victims of feminicides which have taken place in Mexico during the Covid-19

pandemic.
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Essa Ra, @marianaessara
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ASTRAL COVEN FROM HOME

Karen Lizbeth Fernandez, @__k__art

Do you consider  yourself  a  feminist  activist?  Affirmative.  My way of  doing

activism  is  through  art,  I  work  mostly  with  the  embroidered  illustration

technique and digital illustration, and through portrait illustration. I create my

reflections on the experience of being a woman. I make the private public with

the intention of communicating a vindicating vision of femininity, completely

different from something misogynistic and patriarchal, that is, a positive vision

of women: powerful, strong, subversive. I am also interested in highlighting the

political power of art made by women, I believe that creative expression has

achieved social change and can continue to do so, in addition to being a healing

and therapeutic activity for us.

Through my work I appropriate and redefine femininity, guiding it towards a

feminist  stance.  In  particular,  the  topics  I  address  are:  contemporary

embroidery from a feminist perspective, Magic and Witchcraft (Dianism) and

the relationship between femininity and nature. It is worth mentioning that I

also look for ways to share my artistic / feminist knowledge with other women. 

I  always  share  my  work  in  social  networks  with  the  intention  that  the

information is disseminated throughout cyber-space. When there is a march, I

give out my posters with copyright-free illustrations, and finally, recently, I have

given embroidery workshops with a feminist perspective in Morelia. It seems to

me an incredible way to generate collectivity, it is like a small coven where we
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share knowledge, experiences and more, but the most important thing is that

we grow together and for me that is the best activism that I practice.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to this pandemic from

a feminist perspective. When I made this illustration I was thinking about ways

of  being close and united despite being in  confinement.  I  remembered that

throughout lockdown I have dreamed about my friends and that makes them

seem close to me. I  also remembered that dancing is an act that we always

enjoy, I thought then that it would be a good idea to represent an astral coven,

a dance created from meditation where we imagine ourselves together so hard

that we make it real. It is worth mentioning that I made this illustration in the

month of June and as a gesture or nod in support of LGBT pride, I used the

Pride colours in each house.
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Karen Lizbeth Fernandez, @__k__art
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SELF-CARE

Karen Namas, @live.your.vulva

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist? Yes, through my illustrations, I try

to  capture  the  reality  that  I  live  as  a  woman,  focusing  mainly  on  self-

exploration, discovery and emancipation of the vulva.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to this pandemic from

a feminist perspective.  During my time in isolation, I let myself get to know

myself. I decided to leave behind some of the rules and stereotypes that even

as a feminist I could not break, I began to let my hair grow, accept my belly, love

my stretch marks, I began to want to know myself naturally and how I really am.

To self-explore the good things and the bad things, internal and physical. My

work reflects a little bit of my days in lockdown, hanging out with myself, and

avoiding the patriarchy.
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Karen Namas, @live.your.vulva
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DAY 13

Lucy P Tejeda, @lucyptejeda

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist?  It is a commitment that I have

with myself and with my comrades, because there is still a lot of work to do for

women, girls and trans women. To be precise, I use illustration as a means to

express  these  concerns,  but  I  also  try  to  propose  alternatives,  from  the

individual to the collective. Part of my illustrative work is also being able to

express the need for fairness. Part of my work also deals with sexual freedom,

being able to explore diverse  bodies without  fear  or  prejudice,  the right  to

decide. I also do cartoons talking about coming out of the closet as bisexual,

cartoons about the impact that my ancestors have had on my life, about social

injustices, feminism. I also value it a lot as a type of therapeutic process, to see

myself  and  connect  with  people  as  a  starting  point  from  which  I  can  start

talking about these needs, thoughts, emotions.

Please  describe  your  work,  and  detail  how  it  responds  to  the  current

pandemic from a feminist perspective. The most clear feeling in the first weeks

of the confinement was exhaustion. I felt that my emotions were overflowing

and that  I  no longer fit  into my own house.  Before the confinement,  I  saw

myself living in high speed, immediacy and continuously 'doing'. In the midst of

all the daily demands, searching for our own space and our own way of living is

a challenge which we women risk our health to achieve. The confinement made
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me question the self-care  practices  that  I  owed myself,  but  I  also  began to

embrace the uncertainty that accompanies this confinement.
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Lucy P Tejeda, @lucyptejeda
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THE WORLD IS MOVING

Melenanegra, @brenmelenanegra

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist? I consider myself an activist with

and for the women who fight to defend dignity, and for a world in which we are

free.  Since  2016  I  have  participated  in  different  women’s  groups.  In  the

collective Tejedoras de Cuidados (weavers of care), which I am currently part of,

we are dedicated to accompanying women survivors of femicidal violence. We

choose  collective  care  as  a  form  of  struggle,  in  a  system  that  forces  us  to

overexploit ourselves and not pay attention to ourselves, we choose to put life

and its care at the centre. We have organised different women's gatherings in

which we listen and embrace each other, We build spaces free of violence and

full of empathy and sisterhood as our first weapon of resistance.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to this pandemic from

a feminist perspective. My work is a call on our comrades not to give up, even

if the future is so uncertain, even if the present offers us pure catastrophe, we

must not forget that we are carrying a daily struggle, and that the networks that

we  have  woven  are  the  resistance  to  this  system  that  marginalises  and

oppresses,  that  there  are  different  examples  of  struggle  throughout  our

country,  such  as  our  Zapatista  comrades  and  the  organised  comrades  from

different universities, to mention a couple of the examples in my collage. I want

to say that the seed that we have been nurturing for a long time is about to

bloom, that in moments of chaos the most necessary thing is to look for new

horizons, imagining new life projects, charting other possibilities, because as
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Durruti said, “we carry a new world in our hearts”, and that message of hope is

what I want to give to my comrades.
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Melenanegra, @brenmelenanegra
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A MOTHER’S HEART NEVER FORGETS

Essa Ra, @marianaessara

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist? I am a feminist activist, in my ne-

ighbourhood I  formed a  collective  that  fights  for  the  right  to  a  life  free  of

violence against women. We are a support  network that  helps women who

have experienced extreme violence get  to  a  shelter  and to  get  a  source of

employment. Drawing has become my best self-care mechanism and the best

source  of  communication  for  digital  activism,  that  channels  denunciation

campaigns  and  demands  for  justice  for  women  victims  of  violence  in  the

context of isolation that has come from the pandemic.

Please  describe  your  work,  and  detail  how  it  responds  to  the  current

pandemic from a feminist perspective. We don't fill the streets but we fill so-

cial media! May 10 has become an emblematic date, because year after year

the mothers who search for their disappeared march to demand justice, truth

and reparation, as well as for legislation on forced disappearance that includes

the families of victims in the search processes. Due to the pandemic and social

distancing caused by COVID, this year the march was held virtually, convened

through  the  hashtag  #CorazonesEnMarcha  (Hearts  on  the  March),  and  ac-

cording to the trending topic count, more than 150,000 people across Spanish-

speaking countries took part in this action, which is very significant in a context

of digital activism. In this vein, with this illustration I join the visibility and sear-

ch for justice for the victims of enforced disappearance. In Mexico there are

more than 61,000 missing persons: in the search process women are the pio-

neers, the political leaders in the Movimiento Nacional por Nuestros Desapa-
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recidos en México (National Movement for Our Disappeared in Mexico). It is

they who are present, it is they who have exposed the authorities involved, it is

they who face impunity and repression, it is they who are now the mothers of

all the disappeared, and they look for all of them, all of them, because a mo-

ther's heart never forgets.
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Essa Ra, @marianaessara
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 CRY AND BLOOM! 

Gitana Periferia, @gitanaperiferia

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist? Yes, because as a woman I have

lived  under  the  herero-capitalist  and  patriarchal  system  in  a  state  that

oppresses all those who are assigned as women from birth. As such, I have not

been exempt from suffering from misogyny. For this reason, after starting to

question the world system in which I live, I entered the student organisation in

2014,  when  students  from  the  Rural  School  of  Ayotzinapa  were  murdered.

Instead of just doing a reflective activity,  I  focused on direct action, which I

understand as a tool to develop a personal and collective transformation. Later,

the more I questioned myself, learned and got to know other women, the more

I started to develop collective work with and for women of different ages. I do

workshops for children in the south-eastern periphery of the City, and on topics

of self-care, deconstruction of romantic love, community and indigenous rights,

human rights and anarcho-feminism.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to this pandemic from

a feminist perspective. Crying, pain, anything that has to do with feeling, has

been limited for  women when they  begin  to  develop into adulthood.  Since

women are considered the ones who provide care and protection of the people

around them, culturally we are delegated to be strong and not demonstrate

vulnerability. But what happens when we are, when pain or uncertainty invades

us, like now, with the pandemic that we are all going through? Sometimes all

we can do is cry, to be able to move on and to sustain ourselves, we are left
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with  crying  as  a  tool  to  survive  when  we  are  going  through  this  chaotic

situation.  Crying,  for  many,  becomes  our  only  company  when  the  violence

around us escalates. Recognising our vulnerability and inhabiting it allows us to

live more completely,  more rooted in ourselves,  more in  solidarity with our

feelings and experiences. When we cry, we can let go, relieve ourselves. We

heal with each tear, we comfort ourselves, we remind ourselves how sensitive

we are because we are alive and can flourish.
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Gitana Periferia, @gitanaperiferia
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I AM THE WOMAN OF MY LIFE

Jazmín Pérez Jiménez, @jazz.prz

Do  you  consider  yourself  a  feminist  ac-

tivist?  Yes  totally.  I  think  there  are  many

ways to be a feminist activist that not ever-

yone realises. This has been the case when

I have raised my voice in support of our ri-

ghts  and  equality  at  my  work  or  school,

when I studied. Or, when I have educated

myself  about  our  rights,  mutually  su-

pporting work among female entrepreneurs, understanding feminsit demands.

But something that  I  think is  extremely important is  to educate and inform

others, especially my family. As we know, previous generations have grown up

with  patriarchal  education,  but  thanks  to  conversations  and  literature,  my

family’s minds have been changing, now they support and understand the mo-

vement.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to this pandemic from a

feminist perspective.  Finding ourselves in confinement gives us the opportunity

to be introspective about what we are, how we are, and therefore how we func-

tion in our social environment. This illustration is an invitation to understand, ac-

cept and above all to love ourselves more than any person, in spite of other peo-

ple’s desires, since the more we love ourselves, the less fears we will develop and

take out on others. We will be stronger and shout louder. This is an invitation to

practise this during and after lockdown, and from there, as women, develop a

much more powerful collective weapon.
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Jazmín Pérez Jiménez, @jazz.prz
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WOMAN, YOU WILL BLOOM AGAIN

Jocelyn Martínez, @malezamx

Do you consider yourself  a  feminist  activist?  For sure. Currently, I  dedicate

time to giving talks about cultural, gender-based violence that occurs in Mexico,

either based on my own experience or with arts-based research that I carry out

with girls in Puebla. I accompany each talk with a small workshop to be able to

make ourselves visible as artists.

Describe your work, and detail how it responds to the current pandemic from

a feminist perspective.  With the event we are going through worldwide, it is

normal to feel that our ability to continue with our daily activities is limited, and

going through a situation of violence at home minimises our desire to want to

resume our routine or be able to see a way out of it. However, whatever pro-

blem  we  find  ourselves  in,  we  will  flourish  again,  we  are  women,  we  are

warriors and we do not give up. WOMAN, you will bloom again.
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Jocelyn Martínez, @malezamx
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THE FIRE THAT FLOWERS

Valeria García Kempis, @valeruushka

Do you consider yourself a feminist activist? Yes, I always try to stay informed,

whether through websites, books, instagram etc. I also like to share information

about  feminism,  share  projects  for  other  women  to  participate  in.  I  have

attended workshops, women's circles, marches, and talks where I live.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to the current pandemic

from a feminist perspective. All women have an internal fire that moves us and

guides us throughout our lives. During this pandemic we have lost many of our sis-

ters for different reasons. Those of us who are still here haven’t forgotten, and that

fire that belonged to them will not die, it will not go out, it will not be forgotten.

Those of us who are  still here, we sustain that fire, we recognize it and we honor

it, that is why we will not let it fall, and despite everything it will flourish with great

force in everyone's name.
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Valeria García Kempis, @valeruushka
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A REVOLUTION FROM MY BED

Vika Álvarez, @museodesam

Do you consider  yourself  a  feminist  activist?  Yes,  my work  focuses  on the

journey  that  one  takes  towards  to  feminism,  I  always  try  to  create  images

according to the movement. I also work on themes such as mental health and

exposing personal situations, in order to be able to heal.

Please describe your work, and detail how it responds to this pandemic from a

feminist perspective. With the girl in bed I wanted to express that the revolution

hasn’t ended and that, if necessary, it will be done even from bed.
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Vika Álvarez, @museodesam
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We hope you enjoyed this book! 

We want to thank all of the artists and activists who

participated in the first digital exhibition of Las

Iluministas. They are:
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Antonella Villarroel Jimena Castellanos

Alee Mourinho Jocelyn Martinez

Aleemhs Juyiana

Aleida Bernal Karen Lizbeth Fernandez

Ana Mar Karen Namas

Boonil Bej Katya Jiménez Mejía

Burrito de Langosta La Bruja Guayaba

Carmen Lozano Lea Tambon

Chica Lunar Lorena Malo

Cindy Haro Lucy P Tejeda

Claudia Arceyut Malely Linares

Colectivo Escarlata Maria Rivera

Daniela Jauregui María Sinaí Díaz Barajas

Daniela Perez Maricarmen Telloli

Domenica de Leon Melenanegra

Essa Ra Mercedes Moreno

Fer Dijard Mia Ramos

Filula de Cariaconcia Paulina Cruz

Frinee Lima Raps Raps Raps

Geo GI Regina Andrade

Getsemani Hernandez Rosario Robles

GifHackFeministas - Actias Luna, Alina 

Sánchez, Laura Arlotti

Sandra Gasca
Val Rhoswen

Gitana Periferia Valeria García Kempis

Hijas de la Luna Colectiva Vanessa Salas

Iraku Conde Vika Álvarez

Iridiscencia Yazmin Vargas

Janet Flores Yolanda Calderón

Jazmín Pérez

Jessica Flores
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ABOUT US

as  Iluministas  are  Alicia  Salgado  and  Tallulah  Lines.  Alicia  is  a  feminist

psychologist,  yoga  teacher,  doula  and  feminist  activist,  a  volunteer  at

Fondo  MARIA  and  a  member  of  Las  Panas.  Tallulah  is  a  visual  artist  and

researcher, whose work focuses primarily on feminist and decolonial themes.

We work with the support of the Open Society Foundations, and we are part of

the  [Art  +  Activism  Against  Repression  During  the  Covid-19  Crisis]  project,

managed by the Centre for Applied Human Rights - University of York (UK).

L

Facebook: Las Iluministas - Instagram: @las_iluministas – Email: 

lasiluministas@gmail.com
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Tallula Lines, @tallulahoola



Las Iluministas Colouring Book was printed in 

September 2020, in amongst the lines, reflections 

and feelings of women artists.
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